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Millions of mobile users daily traveling on urban roads and highways  
 
The cellular network signaling traffic is rich of information related 
to the movement of devices across cell and Location Areas 
boundaries 
 
Our goal: use mobile devices and their signaling as traffic sensors for 
both real-time applications and historical analysis 
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Motivations 
 



Cellular network architecture and monitoring framework 
 
Filtering algorithms 
 
Characterization of dataset 
 
Vectorial Route Classification 
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Outline 
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Network Architecture and  
System Overview 

Examples of logged signaling events:  
voice calls (originated/terminated), sms 
(originated/terminated), location area updates, 
handovers (for active users only), attach/detach, 
etc. 



Filtering traffic from buggy terminals 
- ex. crashes or freezes in the operating system or radio firmware of terminals 
- filtered out with a threshold-based metric 

Filtering traffic from static terminals 
- ex. home computer with 3G modem 
- remove from dataset to relax requirements in terms of processing resources 
- filtered out with a threshold-based metric 

Filtering network mobility artifacts 
- Ex. Ping-pong effect 
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Mobility and Dataset Filtering (1/2) 
 

Mapping mobility perceived by the network 
to actual geographic mobility 
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Mobility and Dataset Filtering (2/2) 
Ping-Pong effect 

raw user trajectory after ping-pong filtering 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Small set of both cells and mobile terminals responsible of the 
majority of signaling traffic in the network 
Applying static terminals filter the curve (on the right) changes 
considerably (more uniform distribution) 
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Signaling Traffic Characterization (1/3) 
Cumulative Signaling Distribution 

Versus cells Versus devices 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

1. The red line confirms the necessity of introducing a preprocessing stage to 
remove static users from the dataset 

2. The blue line emulates what would be seen by CDR: the remarkable gaps 
between the two lines suggests that relying on CDRs produces a biased 
perception of the mobility of the population 
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Signaling Traffic Characterization (2/3) 
Mobility 

 
 
Red line (all events): 50% of 
terminals generate signaling 
events in less than 5 cells per 
day. 
Blue line (voice calls only): more 
than 25% of terminals 
generate/receive calls in a single 
cell during a whole day 
 

Number of unique cells visited 
in one day by each terminal 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Idle users (the majority): complete view of the mobility flows, but with a 
coarse spatial granularity (RA/LA level) 
Active users: fine-grained information about their mobility (Cell level) 
An efficient system for road traffic flow analysis must consider mobility events 
from both idle and active users 
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Signaling Traffic Characterization (3/3) 
Idle vs. Active Users 

Cumulative distribution of cell 
updates among mobile terminals 
 
 
Cell update: signaling event that 
occur whenever an active user 
(engaged in a data/voice connection) 
cross a cell‘s boundary. 
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Route Detection (1/3) 
The Vector Space Model 

Mapping handset transitions among network entities to driver 
trajectories in the road network 
Algorithm based on Vector Space Classification: sequence of base 
stations covering a path (road) and users‘ sequences represented as 
binary vectors 
Problem of deciding whether a cellular user is traveling along a road: 
solved computing the similarity of the respective vectors 
 



Similarity between two vectors: the inverse of their geometrical 
distance (ranges between 0 and 1) 
Different metrics available (Cosine Similarity, Jaccard Index, ...) 
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Route Detection (2/3) 
Similarity Computation 

URUR
URΤ(R,U)

⋅−

⋅
= 22

Tanimoto coefficient: 

A B C X Y D E 

Road vector 
(R) 

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

User vector 
(U) 

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
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Route Detection (3/3) 
Algorithm tuning 

threshold = 0.2 

Low threshold: 
 
 Higher amount of 
vehicles associated 
with the road segment 
 High probability of 
false positives 
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Route Detection (3/3) 
Algorithm tuning 

threshold = 0.4 

increasing value... 
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Route Detection (3/3) 
Algorithm tuning 

threshold = 0.6 

High threshold: 
 
 Reduced amount of 
output traejctories 
 High probability of 
false negatives 



 
1. Work in progress on how to passively extract mobility 

information from Mobile Network Signaling. 
 

2. Current work: comparing data from alternative sources 
(road sensors, test drives) as ground truth. 
 

3. Future work: build a real-time system for inferring road 
conditions. 
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Conclusions 
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Thank you 



backup slides... 
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Global signaling traffic: the typical time-of-day pattern associated to 
the daily cycle of human behaviour 
Periodic updates („keep-alive“ sent by static and idle terminals to the 
network): opposite trend 
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Signaling Traffic Characterization 
Time Charts 

global signaling periodic updates 



Ping-Pong: repeated handover of 
a device between two or more cells 
caused by fluctuations of the signal 
strength level in time and/or space 
due to fading. 
Terminals exposed to the ping-
pong effect are perceived by the 
system as highly mobile, but 
actually they can be geographically 
static. 
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Ping-Pong Effect 
Filtering algorithm 

Ping-Pong generated hop: a user travel from cell A to B and back 
within a time interval t (for this study we tested t = 1s) 
It can be esealy extended to detect ping-pong among more than two 
cells (see image) 
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Trajectory resolution 
Idle vs Active 

idle user 
(precision up to Location Areas level) 

active user 
(precision up to Cells level) 



 
Commercial Products  

- Ex: TomTom Traffic, Cellint Traffic Solutions, Decell Technologies 
- No details to research community 

Studies based on simulations 
Application-based (using GPS-enables smartphones) 

- Small set of test users 
- Not scalable 

Call Data Records (CDR) 
- Limited and biased view of mobility 

Passive monitoring of RAN and Abis 
- Very accurate (but expensive?) 
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Related Work 
Using cellular networks for mobility studies 
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Details of Network Architecture and 
Passive Monitoring System 
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